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STABILITY THEOREMS FOR CHIRAL BAG BOUNDARY
CONDITIONS
P. GILKEY AND K. KIRSTEN
Abstract. We study asymptotic expansions of the smeared L2-traces Fe−tP
2
and FPe−tP
2
, where P is an operator of Dirac type and F is an auxiliary
smooth endomorphism. We impose chiral bag boundary conditions depending
on an angle θ. Studying the θ-dependence of the above trace invariants, θ-
independent pieces are identified. The associated stability theorems allow one
to show the regularity of the eta function for the problem and to determine
the most important heat kernel coefficient on a four dimensional manifold.
1. Introduction
LetM be a compact connectedm-dimensional Riemannian manifold with smooth
boundary ∂M . Let D be an operator of Laplace type on a vector bundle V over
M . Let DB be the realization of D which is defined by a strongly elliptic boundary
condition B. Work of Greiner [1] and Seeley [2, 3] shows that the fundamental
solution of the heat equation e−tDB is an infinitely smoothing operator which is of
trace class. Let F ∈ C∞(End(V )) be an auxiliary endomorphism of V which is
used for localization. As t ↓ 0, there is a complete asymptotic expansion
TrL2
{
Fe−tDB
} ∼
∞∑
n=0
an(F,D,B)t(m−n)/2 .
The heat asymptotics an are locally computable. There exist suitable local endo-
morphisms en(x,D) and en,ν(y,D,B) of V so that
an(F,D,B) =
∫
M
TrV {F (x)en(x,D)} dx+
n−1∑
ν=0
∫
∂M
TrV
{
F (ν)en,ν(y,D,B)
}
dy .
In this equation, dx and dy denote the Riemannian measures on M and on ∂M ,
respectively, and F (ν) denotes the νth covariant derivative of F with respect to the
inward unit normal using the canonical connection determined by D.
These asymptotics can be computed quite explicitly; the principle of “not feeling
the boundary” shows that the interior invariants en(x,D) do not depend on the
boundary condition chosen. The invariants en(x,D) vanish for n odd and are known
for n = 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, see for example [4, 5, 6]. The boundary invariants en,ν(y,D,B)
are considerably more subtle. The invariants for n odd do not vanish. For mixed
boundary conditions they are known for n = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and for many other
boundary conditions varying amounts of information are known. We refer to [7, 8, 9]
for further details concerning these formulas.
There are various stability theorems for these invariants that play a crucial role
in their evaluation. In Section 2, we present results in the context of chiral bag
boundary conditions [10, 11]. To motivate these stability results, we first give
examples in the standard setting which have proved to be crucial in past analysis.
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The following stability formulae arise from conformal variations of the operator.
Assertion (1) follows from work of Branson and Ørsted [12, 13]; Assertion (2) was
first observed in [14].
Theorem 1.1. Let B define an elliptic boundary condition for an operator D of
Laplace type on a compact m-dimensional Riemannian manifold M with smooth
boundary. Let h ∈ C∞(M), let Dε := e−2εhD, let F ∈ C∞(End(V )), and let
Fε := e
−2εhF . Then
(1) ∂εam(1, Dε,B) = 0.
(2) ∂εam−2(Fε, Dε,B) = 0.
Proof. We proceed formally, the necessary analytic justification can be found in
[15]:
∞∑
n=0
∂εan(1, Dε,B)t(n−m)/2 ∼ ∂εTrL2
{
e−tDε,B
}
= −tTrL2
{
(∂εDε,B)e
−tDε,B
}
= 2tTrL2
{
hDε,Be
−tDε,B
}
= −2t∂tTrL2
{
he−tDε,B
} ∼ −2t∂t
∞∑
n=0
an(h,Dε,B)t(n−m)/2
∼
∞∑
n=0
(m− n)an(h,Dε,B)t(n−m)/2 .
Equating powers in the relevant asymptotic expansions yields
∂εan(1, Dε,B) = (m− n)an(h,Dε,B) .
We set n = m to complete the proof of Assertion (1).
Let Dδ,B := DB − δF . We compute
∞∑
n=0
∂δan(1, Dδ,B)t(n−m)/2 ∼ ∂δ TrL2
{
e−tDδ,B
}
= −tTrL2
{
(∂δDδ,B)e
−tDδ,B
}
= tTrL2
{
Fe−tDδ,B
}
∼ t
∞∑
n=0
an(F,Dδ ,B)t(n−m)/2 .
Equating terms in the asymptotic expansions yields
(1.a) ∂δan(1, D − δF,B) = an−2(F,D − δF,B) .
We now consider the joint variation Dδ,ε,B := e
−2εh(DB − δF ). We use Assertion
(1) and Equation (1.a) to see
∂εam(1, e
−2εh(D − δF ),B) = 0,
∂δam(1, e
−2εh(D − δF ),B) = am−2(e−2εhF, e−2εh(D − δF ),B) .
Consequently:
0 = ∂δ∂εam(1, e
−2εh(D − δF ),B) = ∂ε∂δam(1, e−2εh(D − δF ),B)
= ∂εam−2(e
−2εhF, e−2εh(D − δF ),B) .
Assertion (2) follows by setting δ = 0. 
Here is a brief guide to the remainder of this paper. In Section 2, we will use a
similar strategy to establish stability results for the zeta and eta invariants, when
chiral bag boundary conditions [10, 11] are imposed. In Section 3, we will use these
arguments to establish the regularity at s = 0 of the eta invariant. Although this
result can be derived from Theorem 2.3.5 [16], it seemed worth giving a straight-
forward and elementary argument adapted to the setting at hand which is more
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conceptual in nature and which is of interest in its own right; the discussion in
[16] dealt with a very general setting and was, perhaps, somewhat opaque. The
evaluation of invariants in arbitrary dimensions, even at the level of a2, has turned
out to be extremely involved [17]. As an application of the stability results, we will
see in Section 4 that it is relatively easy to find the coefficient a4 for the case F = 1
in the most relevant case of a four dimensional manifold. In Section 5, we give a
perturbative result showing that the a4 coefficient does exhibit θ dependence in the
general setting. In Section 6, we remove the assumption that M is orientable and
in the final section, we make some concluding remarks.
2. Chiral bag boundary conditions
We start this section by describing the chiral bag boundary conditions. Let γ give
the vector bundle V a Clif(TM) module structure. If {ei} is a local orthonormal
frame for the tangent bundle TM , then γi := γ(ei) forms a collection of skew-adjoint
matrices satisfying the Clifford commutation relations:
γiγj + γjγi = −2δij IdV .
Let ∇ be a connection on V and let ψ be an auxiliary endomorphism of V . We
form the associated operator of Dirac type
P := γi∇ei + ψ .
Assume that m = 2m¯ is even and that M is oriented. Let
γ˜ := (
√−1)m¯γ1...γm
be the normalized orientation; γ˜ is self-adjoint and γ˜2 = IdV . It is the generalization
of γ5 to arbitrary even dimension.
We assume as a compatibility condition that
γ˜P + P γ˜ = 0 .
This means that if we decompose V = V+⊕V− into the ±1 eigenbundles of γ˜, then
we may also decompose
P = P+ + P− where P± : C
∞(V±)→ V∓ .
Choosing suitable boundary conditions for P is crucial. Whereas spectral ques-
tions for many boundary conditions have been analyzed in great detail [7, 8], an
understanding of so-called chiral bag boundary conditions is still in its infancy; see,
however, [17, 18, 19]. These boundary conditions are defined as follows. Set
χθ := −γ˜eθγ˜γm for θ ∈ R .
Since γm anti-commutes with γ˜, one has
χ2θ = γ˜e
θγ˜γmγ˜e
θγ˜γm = γ˜γmγ˜γme
−θγ˜eθγ˜ = IdV .
We consider the projection operator on the −1 spectrum of χθ, which is given by
Bθ := 12 (1 − χθ) .
This defines suitable boundary conditions for P ; let PBθ be the realization of P .
We set DBθ = P
2
Bθ
and let the associated boundary operator be
B1θφ := Bθφ⊕ BθPφ .
This is an elliptic boundary condition so the heat trace asymptotics are well defined
[20]. To simplify the notation, we set
an(F, P,Bθ) := an(F,D,B1θ) .
The study of the coefficient am is crucial to understanding the chiral anomaly in
the zeta function regularization; see, for example, the discussion in [18]. The angle
θ occurring in these boundary conditions is a substitute for introducing small quark
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masses to drive the breaking of chiral symmetry [19, 21, 22]. One of the first papers
where the chiral boundary conditions were introduced is the work by Hrasko and
Balog [10], with first applications to chiral bag models being presented in [11].
The stability results we are going to prove naturally relate heat equation invari-
ants and eta invariants. The eta invariants measure the spectral asymmetry of PBθ ;
they are defined as follows. If F ∈ C∞(End(V )), then we may expand
TrL2
{
FPBθe
−tP 2
Bθ
}
=
∞∑
n=0
aηn(F, P,Bθ)t(n−m−1)/2 .
The eta invariants aηn(F, P,Bθ) are again locally determined. We refer to [23] for a
further discussion of the eta invariant in this setting.
We now come to one of the main results of this article.
Theorem 2.1. Let P = γi∇ei + ψ be an operator of Dirac type on a compact ori-
ented smooth manifold of even dimension m with boundary. Let F ∈ C∞(End(V )).
Assume that P γ˜ + γ˜P = 0 and that F γ˜ + γ˜F = 0. Then
(1) ∂θam(1, P,Bθ) = 0.
(2) ∂θa
η
m(1, P,Bθ) = 0.
(3) ∂θa
η
m−1(F, P,Bθ) = 0.
Proof. The central technical point is to replace the given variation by one where the
boundary condition is held fixed, an idea that first occurred in [24]. We consider
the gauge transformation defined by e
1
2
θγ˜ . Since γ˜ anti-commutes with P and with
γm, we may compute:
Pθ := e
− 1
2
θγ˜Pe
1
2
θγ˜ = e−θγ˜P,
e−
1
2
θγ˜χθe
1
2
θγ˜ = −e− 12 θγ˜ γ˜eθγ˜γme 12 θγ˜ = −e− θ2 γ˜ γ˜e θ2 γ˜γm = χ0 .
Thus by gauge invariance,
an(1, P,Bθ) = an(1, Pθ,B0) .
We have ∂θPθ = −γ˜Pθ; since we are multiplying on the left by γ˜, the domain
defined by the boundary condition B0 is not perturbed. We can now argue exactly
as in the proof of Theorem 1.1 to see:
∂θ TrL2
{
e−tP
2
θ,B0
}
= −2tTrL2
{
∂θ(Pθ,B0)Pθ,B0e
−tP 2θ,B0
}
= 2tTrL2
{
γ˜P 2θ,B0e
−tP 2θ,B0
}
= −2t∂tTrL2
{
γ˜e−tP
2
θ,B0
}
.
Expanding in an asymptotic series then yields:
∞∑
n=0
∂θan(1, Pθ,B0)t(n−m)/2 ∼
∞∑
n=0
−2t∂t
{
an(γ˜, Pθ, B0)t
(n−m)/2
}
∼
∞∑
n=0
(m− n)an(γ˜, Pθ,B0)t(n−m)/2 .
Equatating terms in the relevant asymptotic expansions yields:
(2.a) ∂θan(1, P,Bθ) = ∂θan(1, Pθ,B0) = (m− n)an(γ˜, Pθ,B0) .
Assertion (1) then follows by setting n = m in Equation (2.a).
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The argument is similar to prove Assertion (2). We compute:
∞∑
n=0
∂θa
η
n(1, P,Bθ) =
∞∑
n=0
∂θa
η
n(1, Pθ,B0)
∼ ∂θ TrL2
{
Pθ,B0e
−tP 2θ,B0
}
= TrL2
{
∂θ(Pθ,B0)(1 − 2tP 2θ,B0)e−tP
2
θ,B0
}
= (1 + 2t∂t)TrL2
{
−γ˜Pθ,B0e−tP
2
θ,B0
}
∼ −(1 + 2t∂t)
∞∑
n=0
aηn(γ˜, Pθ,B0)(n−m−1)/2
∼
∞∑
n=0
(m− n)aηn(γ˜, Pθ,B0)t(n−m−1)/2.
This yields the relation
∂θa
η
n(1, P,Bθ) = (m− n)aηn(γ˜, Pθ,B0) .
Assertion (2) follows by setting n = m.
To prove Assertion (3), consider a variation of the form Pδ := P − δF . We argue
as in the proof of Theorem 1.1 (2) to compute:
∞∑
n=0
∂δan(1, Pδ,Bθ)t(n−m)/2 ∼ ∂δ TrL2
{
e−tP
2
δ,Bθ
}
= −2tTrL2
{
(∂δPδ,Bθ)Pδ,Bθe
−tP 2δ,Bθ
}
= 2tTrL2
{
FPδ,Bθe
−tP 2δ,Bθ
}
∼ 2
∞∑
k=0
aηk(F, P,Bθ)t(k−m+1)/2 .
Equating terms in the asymptotic expansion then yields
(2.b) 2aηk(F, P,Bθ) = ∂δak+1(1, Pδ,Bθ) .
Since Pδ γ˜+ γ˜Pδ = 0, we can apply Theorem 2.1 (1). Differentiating Equation (2.b)
with respect to θ, setting k + 1 = m and δ = 0, then yields the desired result. 
Remark 2.2. It is natural to try a similar approach to study ∂θam−1(F, P,Bθ). In
fact, however, this fails. One would compute:
∞∑
n=0
∂δa
η
n(1, Pδ,Bθ)t(n−m−1)/2 ∼ ∂δ TrL2
{
Pδ,Bθe
−tP 2δ,Bθ
}
= TrL2
{
(∂δPδ,Bθ )(1− 2tP 2δ,Bθ)e−tP
2
δ,Bθ
}
= −(1 + 2t∂t)TrL2
{
Fe−tP
2
δ,Bθ
}
∼ −(1 + 2t∂t)
∞∑
k=0
ak(F, Pδ,Bθ)t(k−m)/2
∼
∞∑
k=0
(m− k − 1)ak(F, Pδ ,Bθ)t(k−m)/2 .
Equating terms in the asymptotic expansions then yields
(2.c) ∂δa
η
k+1(1, Pδ,Bθ) = (m− k − 1)ak(F, Pδ,Bθ) .
Setting k + 1 = m yields no information about am−1(F, Pδ ,Bθ).
Remark 2.3. Assertion (1) of Theorem 2.1 explains certain observations made in
the literature. For example, the calculation of the heat kernel coefficients on the
ball with F = 1 showed, in general dimensions, a strong dependence on θ. It was
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noticed that in m = 2, respectively m = 4, this dependence disappeared when
a2(1, P,Bθ), respectively a4(1, P,Bθ), was considered [25]. The above result shows
why this must be the case.
The same pattern could be observed in the coefficient a2(1, P,Bθ) found in [17].
Whereas in general the θ-dependence enters in terms of hypergeometric functions,
these terms are multiplied by (m− 2) and they thus vanish at m = 2; see Equation
(2d) in [17].
3. Regularity of the eta invariant at s=0
In this section we apply Theorem 2.1 (2) to discuss the regularity of the eta
invariant at s = 0.
The eta invariant was introduced by Atiyah et. al. [26] for closed manifolds. We
extend those definitions to the setting at hand as follows. Let
η(s, P,Bθ) := TrL2
{
PBθ (P
2
Bθ
)−(s+1)/2
}
.
(There is a bit of fuss with the 0-spectrum that can be dealt with appropriately).
The standard pseudo-differential calculus, see, for example, the discussion in [24],
can be used to show η(s, P,Bθ) has a meromorphic extension to C with isolated
simple poles with locally computable residues. If PBθ is self-adjoint with respect to
some Hermitian metric on V and if {λν} is the spectrum of PBθ , each eigenvalue
being repeated according to multiplicity, then
η(s, P,Bθ) :=
∑
λν 6=0
sign(λν)|λν |−s .
A-priori, s = 0 need not be a regular value of η. However, the pole of the eta
function at s = 0 can be related to the trace invariant aηm(1, P,Bθ):
Ress=0 η(s, P,Bθ) = 2Γ(12 )−1aηm(1, P,Bθ) .
We will show that aηm(1, P,Bθ) = 0 and thus η is regular at s = 0. One then sets
η(P,Bθ) := 12
{
η(s, P,Bθ) + dimker{PBθ}
}∣∣
s=0
∈ C/Z
as a global measure of the spectral asymmetry of P . For closed manifolds, this
invariant plays a central role in the index theorem for manifolds with boundary
[26]. It can also be used to study K-theory groups and equivariant bordism groups
[27] and to study metrics of positive scalar curvature [28]. Thus it is important to
understand this invariant in the context of bag boundary conditions.
Theorem 3.1. Let P be an operator of Dirac type on a compact oriented smooth
manifold of even dimension m with boundary. Then aηm(1, P,Bθ) = 0.
Proof. Let Q be an auxilary first order partial differential operator on V . There is
a complete asymptotic expansion, see for example Lemma 2.6 [24],
TrL2
{
Qe−tP
2
Bθ
}
=
∞∑
n=0
aηn(Q,P,Bθ)t(n−m−1)/2 .
Let Pε be a smooth 1-parameter family of operators of Dirac type. We assume
the leading symbol of Pε agrees with the leading symbol of P on ∂M . Thus Bθ
defines an elliptic boundary condition for this family as well. Using the notation
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P˙ε = ∂ε(Pε,Bθ ), we compute:
∞∑
n=0
∂εa
η
n(1, Pε,Bθ)t(n−m−1)/2 ∼ ∂εTrL2
{
Pε,Bθe
−tP 2ε,Bθ
}
= TrL2
{
P˙ε(1− 2tP 2ε,Bθ )e−tP
2
ε,Bθ
}
= (1 + 2t∂t)TrL2
{
P˙εe
−tP 2ε,Bθ
}
∼
∞∑
n=0
(1 + 2t∂t)a
η
n(P˙ε, Pε,Bθ)t(n−m−1)/2
∼
∞∑
n=0
(n−m)aηn(P˙ε, Pε,Bθ)t(n−m−1)/2 .
Equating coefficients in the asymptotic expansion then yields
∂εa
η
n(1, Pε,Bθ) = (n−m)aηn(P˙ε, Pε,Bθ) .
Setting n = m then yields the well known variational principle:
∂εa
η
m(1, Pε,Bθ) = 0 .
Equation (2.c) is a special case of this construction.
Using a partition of unity, we can construct a smooth 1-parameter family of
operators Pε which are of Dirac type with respect to Riemannian metrics gε so that
P0 = P , so that Pε = P on ∂M , and so that the metric defined by P1 is product near
the boundary. Since aηm is unchanged by this variation, we may assume without loss
of generality that the Riemannian metric in question is product near the boundary
in proving Theorem 3.1.
We say that a connection ∇ on V is compatible if ∇γ = 0; such connections
always exist [29]. Choose such a connection on V and expand P = γi∇ei + ψ. Let
Pε := γi∇ei + εψ .
Since aηm(1, Pε,Bθ) is independent of ε, setting ε = 0 shows we may assume ψ = 0
in proving Theorem 3.1. Since ψ = 0, γ˜ anti-commutes with P . Thus Theorem 2.1
(2) permits to restrict to the case θ = 0.
By results in [24], there are local invariants aηn(x, P ) and a
η
n(y, P,B0) so
aηn(1, P,Bθ) =
∫
M
aηn(x, P )dx+
∫
∂M
aηn(y, P,B0)dy .
The interior invariant aηn(x, P ) is homogeneous of order n in the jets of the symbol
of P and the boundary invariant aηn(y, P,B0) is homogeneous of order n− 1 in the
jets of the symbol of P . There is a parity constraint, by which the interior invariants
aηn(x, P ) vanish if n is even. In particular, this invariant plays no role in the study
of aηm(1, P,B0).
Let U be a small contractible open neighborhood of y ∈ ∂M . Since ∇ is a
compatible connection, Theorem 1.4 [29] shows one may decompose
(3.a) V |U = ∆⊗ V1 and ∇|U = ∇s ⊗ Id+ Id⊗∇1
where ∇s is the spin connection on the spin bundle ∆ and where ∇1 is an auxiliary
connection on an auxiliary vector bundle V1. Since the structures are product near
the boundary, the boundary invariant aηm(y, P,B0) is a universal polynomial in the
covariant derivatives of the curvature tensors of (∇s,∇1); the invariants in question
are local so the possible failure of the decomposition given in Equation (3.a) to exist
globally plays no role. Since γ˜ depends on the orientation, the structure group is
SO(m− 1). The normal vector plays no role since the structures are product near
the boundary; these invariants are defined by the structures on ∂M .
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The invariant aηm(y, P,B0) is homogeneous of odd degree m−1 in the derivatives
of the metric on the boundary and in the derivatives of the connection 1-form of
∇1. We can decompose aηm = aηm,++aηm,− where aηm,+ is an O(m−1) invariant and
where aηm,− changes sign if the orientation is reversed. By H. Weyl’s theorem, all
local scalar O(m − 1) invariants are constructed by taking traces and contracting
tangential indices in pairs. Since aηm,+(y, P,B0) is homogeneous of order m− 1 and
sincem−1 is odd, this local invariant must vanish; there are no odd order invariants
in the jets of the curvature of the metric g and of the auxiliary connection ∇1 since
the structures are product near the boundary.
The invariant aηm,− changes sign if the orientation is reversed. The invariance
theory used in the heat equation proof of the local index theorem shows that this
invariant must vanish as well, see for example the discussion in [15, 30]. 
Remark 3.2. It is crucial in the analysis performed above that invariants involving
the endomorphism ψ or the second fundamental form L are eliminated by perform-
ing a relevant homotopy. For example, if m = 4, the invariants LaaRijij and
Tr(ψ;mψ) are O(3) invariants on the boundary which could a-priori enter. Let ε
be the totally anti-symmetric tensor. The invariant {εabcLadRbcdm} is an SO(3)
invariant which changes sign if the orientation is reversed; this invariant plays a
crucial role studying the axial anomaly for a Euclidean Taub-NUT metric, see, for
example, the discussion in [31]. In our setting, this invariant is eliminated from
consideration since we perturb the problem so that the second fundamental form
vanishes.
Remark 3.3. We have shown that η(s, P,Bθ) is regular at s = 0. We defined
η(P,Bθ) := 12
{
η(s, P,Bθ) + dimker{PBθ}
}∣∣
s=0
∈ C/Z
as a measure of the global spectral asymmetry of P . Although this invariant is not
locally computable, the derivative is locally computable. If Pε := P + εΞ where Ξ
is a 0th order operator, then one has, see for example [15], that
∂εη(Pε,Bθ)|ǫ=0 = 2Γ(12 )−1am−1(Ξ, P,Bθ) .
If ∂M = ∅, then am−1(Ξ, P,Bθ) = 0 and η(Pε,Bθ) is independent of ε. This is not,
however, the case if ∂M is non-empty. Take Ξ := −foγ˜γm where fo vanishes to
second order on the boundary and where fo is supported near the boundary. Set
θ = 0, and set m = 4. By Theorem IV.1 [32],
a3(Ξ, P,B0) = (4pi)−3/2(384)−1
∫
∂M
30 dim(V )fo;mmmdy .
Thus the eta invariant is not a homotopy invariant on an even dimensional manifold
with these boundary conditions if the boundary is non-empty.
4. Evaluating the coefficient a4(1, P,Bθ)
As a further immediate application of Theorem 2.1 we are able to evaluate
a4(1, P,Bθ) for P = γi∇ei + ψ when m = 4 and when P γ˜ + γ˜P = 0; this is
the most relevant dimension. Given that ∂θa4(1, P,Bθ) = 0 for m = 4, we have
a4(1, P,Bθ) = a4(1, P,B0). However, for θ = 0 the boundary conditions reduce to
standard boundary conditions of mixed type. To use the known results for mixed
boundary conditions [7, 8] we introduce some notation. We adopt the Bochner for-
malism. If D is an operator of Laplace type, there is a unique connection ∇D and
a unique endomorphism E so that
D = −gij∇Di ∇Dj − E .
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Let χ be an auxiliary Hermitian endomorphism used to define the splitting of the
bundle V . With the projectors
Π± =
1
2 (1± χ) ,
the mixed boundary operator is defined as
B10φ = Π−φ
∣∣
∂M ⊕ (∇Dm + S)Π+φ
∣∣
∂M
= 0.
Let ΩDij be the curvature of the connection ∇D. Furthermore, let τ := Rijji be the
scalar curvature, with the convention that the components Rijkl of the curvature
of the Levi-Civita connection are such that R1212 = −1 for the standard metric on
S2. Finally, let ρij = Rikkj be the Ricci tensor and Lab the second fundamental
form and let ‘;’ (resp. ‘:’) denote the covariant derivative (resp. tangential covariant
derivative) with respect to the connection ∇D and the Levi-Civita connection ofM
(resp. of ∂M). Using this notation, furthermore ρ2 = ρijρij and R
2 = RijklRijkl ,
the following result has been shown in [14, 33].
Theorem 4.1.
a4(1, D,B10)
=
1
360(4pi)m/2
∫
M
TrV [60E;kk + 60τE + 180E
2 + 30ΩDijΩ
D
ij + 12τ;kk
+5τ2 − 2ρ2 + 2R2]dx
+
∫
∂M
TrV [(240Π+ − 120Π−)E;m + (42Π+ − 18Π−) τ;m
+120ELaa + 20τLaa − 4ρmmLaa − 12RambmLab + 4RabcbLac
+
1
21
(280Π+ + 40Π−)LaaLbbLcc +
1
21
(168Π+ − 264Π−)LabLabLcc
+
1
21
(224Π+ + 320Π−)LabLcbLac + 720SE + 120Sτ
+144SLaaLbb + 48SLabLab + 480S
2Laa + 480S
3
+60χχ:aΩ
D
am − 12χ:aχ:aLbb − 24χ:aχ:bLab − 120χ:aχ:aS
]
dy .
For the present case under investigation, we have by [29, 34] that writing
P 2 = (γi∇i + ψ)2 := −gij∇Di ∇Dj − E,
the induced connection ∇Di satisfies
∇Di = ∇i + ωi where ωi = − 12 (ψγi + γiψ).
Furthermore, in terms of the induced connection ∇Di , P can be written as
P = γi∇Di + φ where φ = ψ − γiωi.
To state all ingredients needed for the actual evaluation of Theorem 4.1 for the
chiral bag boundary condition with θ = 0, let Ωij be the curvature of the compatible
connection. Then, for any concrete example, the formula in Theorem 4.1 can be
evaluated from [29, 34]
ΩDij = Ωij +∇iωj −∇jωi + ωiωj − ωjωi,
E = − 12γiγjΩDij − γi∇iφ− φ2,
S = 12Π+(−γmψ + ψγm − Laa)Π+,
χ = −γ˜γm, χ:a = γ˜γbLab + ωaχ− χωa .
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5. A perturbative result – ∂θam(1, P,Bθ)|θ=0
In this section, we drop the assumption P γ˜ + γ˜P = 0 and examine, at least in
part, the θ dependence.
Theorem 5.1. Expand P = γi∇ei + ψ where ∇ is compatible. Let ψ = ψo + ψe
where ψo anti-commutes with γ˜ and ψe commutes with γ˜. Then:
(1) ∂θ{am(1, P,Bθ)}|θ=0 = −2aηm−1(γ˜ψe, P,B0).
(2) Let m = 4, let d = dim(V ), let ψo = f0γ˜γm, and let ψe = feγ˜ where fo and
fe are smooth functions on M and where fo is supported near ∂M . Then:
∂θ{am(1, P,Bθ)}|θ=0 = d
16pi2
∫
∂M
{2fefoLaa + 2f2e fo − 2fe;mfo − fefo;m}dy .
Remark 5.2. Assertion (2) shows that am(1, P,Bθ) exhibits non-trivial θ depen-
dence in general.
Proof. Consider the gauge transformation defined by e
1
2
θγ˜ :
Pθ := e
− 1
2
θγ˜(P − ψe + ψe)e 12 θγ˜ = e−θγ˜(P − ψe) + ψe
= e−θγ˜P + (1− e−θγ˜)ψe,
e−
1
2
θγ˜χθe
1
2
θγ˜ = −e− 12 θγ˜ γ˜eθγ˜γme 12 θγ˜ = −e− θ2 γ˜ γ˜e θ2 γ˜γm = χ0 .
By gauge invariance and a direct calculation, we have
an(1, P,Bθ) = an(1, Pθ,B0) and ∂θPθ|θ=0 = −γ˜P + γ˜ψe .
Since we are multiplying on the left by γ˜, the domain of Pθ defined by the boundary
condition B0 is not perturbed. We compute:
∂θ TrL2
{
e−tP
2
θ,B0
} ∣∣∣∣
θ=0
= −2tTrL2
{
∂θ(Pθ,B0)PB0e
−tP 2
B0
} ∣∣∣∣
θ=0
= −2tTrL2
{
(−γ˜P 2B0 + γ˜ψePB0)e−tP
2
B0
}
= −2t∂tTrL2
{
γ˜e−tP
2
B0
}
− 2tTrL2
{
γ˜ψePB0e
−tP 2
B0
}
.
Expanding in an asymptotic series then yields:
∞∑
n=0
∂θan(1, Pθ,B0)t(n−m)/2
∣∣∣∣
θ=0
∼ −2t∂t
∞∑
j=0
aj(γ˜, P,B0)t(j−m)/2 − 2t
∞∑
k=0
aηk(γ˜ψe, P,B0)t(k−m−1)/2 .
Equating terms in the relevant asymptotic expansions yields:
∂θan(1, P,Bθ)
∣∣
θ=0
= ∂θan(1, Pθ,B0)
∣∣
θ=0
= (m− n)an(γ˜, P,B0)− 2aηn−1(γ˜ψe, P,B0) .
Assertion (1) then follows by setting n = m.
We specialize this to the case m = 4. We apply Theorem 12 [34]. Set
ψ := foγ˜γm + feγ˜, ψe := feγ˜, ψo := foγ˜γm,
χ := −γ˜γm, Ψ := γiψγi, ΨT := γaψγa .
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After adjusting for the different sign convention employed, setting m = 4, and using
f = γ˜ψe = fe scalar, we find
aη3(f, P,B0) = −
1
192pi2
{∫
M
fe TrV
{{6ψ;i + 3Ψγiψ};i
+{−τψ − 6γiγjWijψ + 6ψψ;iγi − 3ψψΨ}
}
dx
+
∫
∂M
{
TrV {12fe;mχψ}+ fe TrV {6χψ;m + 6ψ;m + 6χγmγaψ;a
−12χψLaa − 2ψLaa − 6χγmψψ + 3γmψΨT
−3χγmψχψ + 6χγaWam}
}
dy
}
.
Let d := dim(V ). We compute:
TrV {6ψ;ii − τψ − 6γiγjWijψ − 3ψψΨ} = 0,
TrV (3Ψeγiψo);i = 12TrV (γ˜γmγ˜γm)(fefo);m = 12d(fe;mfo + fo;mfe),
TrV (3Ψoγiψe);i = −6TrV (γ˜γmγmγ˜)(fefo);m = 6d(fe;mfo + fo;mfe),
TrV (6ψoψe;mγm) = 6TrV (γ˜γmγ˜γm)fofe;m = 6dfe;mfo,
TrV (6ψeψo;mγm) = 6TrV (γ˜γ˜γmγm)fefo;m = −6dfefo;m,
feTrV {(3Ψγiψ);i + 6ψψ;γi} = 12d(f2e f0);m.
Thus interior integral is in divergence form. Next we study the boundary term:
feTrV {6ψ;m + 6χγmγaψ;a − 2ψLaa − 6χγmψψ + 6χγaWam} = 0,
fe;m TrV {12χψ} = −12dfe;mfo,
feTrV {6χψ;m} = −6dfefo;m,
feTrV {−12χψLaa} = 12dfefoLaa,
feTrV {3γmψΨT } = 3f2e foTrV {γmγ˜γmγaγ˜γa + γmγ˜γaγ˜γmγa} = 18df2e fo,
feTrV {−3χγmψχψ} = −3f2e foTrV {γ˜γmγmγ˜γ˜γmγ˜γm + γ˜γmγmγ˜γmγ˜γmγ˜}
= 6df2e fo.
Assertion (2) now follows after combining terms. 
6. Orientability
We have assumed in previous sections that M is orientable. In fact, it is possible
to relax this restriction. We decompose ∂M = N1 ∪ ... ∪ Nℓ into connected com-
ponents. Assume that each component Ni is orientable but that M need not be
orientable. On each component Ni, choose an orientation to define γ˜ and thereby
define chiral bag boundary conditions. Let Mˇ be the orientable double cover;
∂Mˇ = Nˇ1 ∪ ... ∪ Nˇ2ℓ where each Ni lifts to two distinct components in the double
cover. Let γˇ be defined by an orientation of Mˇ .
Let P be an operator of Dirac type onM . We can define γ˜ locally on M ; we say
that P is admissible if γ˜P +P γ˜ = 0 near any point P ofM ; replacing γ˜ by −γ˜ does
not change this condition so this is an invariantly defined notion. Equivalently, if
Pˇ is the associated operator on Mˇ , this condition simply means that Pˇ γˇ+ γˇPˇ = 0.
Similarly, we say that F is admissible if F γ˜+ γ˜F = 0 for any local orientation ofM
or equivalently if Fˇ γˇ + γˇFˇ = 0. Since the heat trace invariants are multiplicative
under finite coverings, applying Theorem 2.1 for {Mˇ, Pˇ , Fˇ} (replacing if necessary
χθ by −χθ on certain components if necessary), then yields the following result for
{M,P, F}.
Theorem 6.1. Let P be an operator of Dirac type on a compact non-orientable
smooth manifold of even dimension m with orientable boundary. Let Bθ be chiral
bag boundary conditions defined by orientations of the components of ∂M . Let
F ∈ C∞(End(V )). Assume that P and F are admissible. Then:
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(1) ∂θam(1, P,Bθ) = 0.
(2) ∂θa
η
m(1, P,Bθ) = 0.
(3) ∂θa
η
m−1(F, P,Bθ) = 0.
Similarly Theorem 3.1 extends immediately to yield:
Theorem 6.2. Let P be an operator of Dirac type on a compact smooth manifold
of even dimension m with orientable boundary ∂M . Let Bθ be chiral bag boundary
conditions defined by orientations of the components of ∂M . Then aηm(1, P,Bθ) = 0.
7. Conclusions
The crucial point of our arguments in Section 2 is that we work with the as-
sociated first order operator. A chiral gauge transformation is used to relate the
original problem with θ-dependent boundary condition to a problem where the
operator is transformed to a θ-dependent one and the boundary conditions to a
θ-independent one. In a formula, the chiral gauge transformation amounts to ex-
pressing Pθ,B0 = e
−θγ˜PB0 , the domains of the appropriate operators being crucial
to understanding the arguments involved. To emphasize: γ˜PB0 6= −PB0 γ˜. From the
above stated relation the variation of invariants with θ can be evaluated and is given
in Theorem 2.1. As an application of this theorem, we have given a very elegant
proof of the regularity of the eta invariant at s = 0 in m = 4 dimensions. Fur-
thermore, the coefficient a4(1, γj∇ej ,Bθ) in m = 4 dimensions could be found using
results from standard mixed boundary conditions, as it does not depend on θ. Note,
however, that in general a4(1, P,Bθ) shows non-trivial θ-dependence, see Theorem
5.1. The eta invariant was computed [35, 36] for certain closed even dimensional
pinc manifolds; their K-theory groups and some equivariant bordism groups were
then determined. The results of Section 6 show the eta invariant is well defined with
chiral bag boundary conditions even if ∂M 6= ∅. However, the observation made
in Remark 3.3 shows that the eta invariant is no longer a homotopy invariant and
thus a more careful study of the boundary contribution needs to be made before
the results cited above can be extended to the case ∂M 6= ∅.
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